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Brief History

Originally a part of the Journal of Applied Physics, Applied Physics Reviews began
being published independently in January 2014 with volume numbering restarting at 1.
The editors-in-chief are John M. Poate (Colorado School of Mines) and Bill R. Appleton
(University of Florida). According to the Journal Citation Reports, the journal has a
2015 impact factor of 14.31.

Scope and Coverage

Applied Physics Reviews is an annual peer-reviewed scientific journal publishing
reviews of topics of experimental or theoretical research in applied physics and
applications of physics to other branches of science and engineering. APR publishes the
following types of review articles:
Focused Reviews: Short, timely reviews that cover recent advances in established fields
or new and emerging areas of applied physics.
Reviews: Comprehensive reviews providing in-depth coverage of established areas of
applied physics.

Kind of Information
All the reviews of Applied Physics deals with some core areas of Physics. Such as…
Acoustics, Astronomy and astrophysics, Atomic and molecular physics, Biological
physics, Condensed matter physics, Energy, General physics, Geophysics,
Interdisciplinary physics, Materials science, Mathematical physics, Nanotechnology,
Nuclear physics, Optics and optical physics, Particle physics, Physical chemistry,
Plasma physics, Quantum mechanics, Rheology and fluid dynamics, Society and
organization & Statistical physics.
Article types: The journal publishes "regular reviews" (comprehensive reviews covering
established areas in-depth) and "focused reviews" (concise reviews covering new and
emerging areas of science).

Most read, featured articles, most recent articles, active topics of Physics are given
importance on the home page of the website. Guidelines for manuscripts, publication
charges etc. details are provided in the ‘For Author’ link. Active topics guided to know
about article type and publication details. Visitors can read abstract or download full text
after subscription.

Special Features
 It Provides links to publisher’s website and also gives details about other
publications of the publisher.
 Alert is given when new review article is added to the website. One can get this
service after subscription.

Arrangement Pattern

Volumes are arranged chronologically. Under each volume, issues are also arranged
chronologically and a particular issue is arranged content wise.

Remarks

The majority of Reviews and Focused Reviews in APR are by invitation only. Applied
Physics Review discourages prospective authors from submitting uninvited, full-length
reviews. Authors who have not been invited to write a review may submit a proposal for
consideration by the editors. To submit a proposal, download the template and submit
the completed form using the APR online manuscript submission system.
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